
Challenge & Solution
Rogers Group Inc. (RGI) was looking to increase productivity and efficiency by 
providing their foremen real-time, on location access to their Oracle Forms 
from multiple Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) modules including Oracle Time and 
Labor, Equipment, and Projects modules. Originally, crew member hours, units 
installed, and equipment were recorded on-site using a paper form. This was 
then submitted to an office clerk who would input the information into the back-
office EBS system. The data was generated into reports allowing supervisors to 
track task progress against a project’s estimated budget. Unfortunately, with the 
lengthy manual process, it could take up to one week before managers could see 
budgetary discrepancies in their reports. 

Sofbang, an Oracle Platinum Partner and leading solutions provider for the Oracle 
Cloud Platform, worked together with RGI to develop a mobile app based on the 
existing system.  RGI used Oracle’s cutting edge Mobile Cloud Service (MCS) and 
AuraPlayer’s unique solution to extend EBS to mobile without redevelopment. 
The app, which allows foremen to use a ruggedized tablet for online reporting, 
was developed by Sofbang’s expert team in less than three weeks.

AuraPlayer’s technology “wraps” the existing application as a webservice to be 
“mobile ready” in a matter of hours, without changing a single line of code.  This 
allowed Sofbang to unlock RGI’s EBS back-office system to the world of mobile by 
“plugging-in” the AuraPlayer services into MCS. The solution also fully supports 
the offline capabilities of MCS, where data is automatically synced back to the 
EBS system using AuraPlayer through MCS. With this winning combination of 
technology and a top notch implementation partner, RGI increased efficiency and 
accuracy in maintaining business records, as well as provided the ability to see 
data and reports in real-time on-site.
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Features
Rapid Agile Development
Sofbang’s “Designed for Change” 
methodology is a winning 
combination of agile development 
with reduced costs and risks.

Leverages Existing Investments 
AuraPlayer enabled RGI to use 
existing EBS business processes, 
eliminating the need to develop 
something from scratch.

Environmentally Friendly 
The solution eliminated paper 
reports and reduced the amount of 
material waste generated. 

Time to Market
Using AuraPlayer’s wizard, any 
business process “trapped” in EBS 
today can be enabled for Mobile in 
minutes, without redevelopment. 
Coupled with Sofbang’s mobile 
templates, apps can be developed 
in hours. 

Modern Mobile Platform 
Oracle Mobile Cloud Service 
provides: Security; Offline Data; 
Analytics & Monitoring Notifications; 
Mobile API Management.

“By combining AuraPlayer and Mobile Cloud Service, Rogers Group has not only 
found a platform for mobile application development, we have solved a longstand-
ing EBS issue.   We can make the valuable data and business logic contained in 
EBS available to our users where they need it the most, at the jobsite.  Information 
is no longer trapped behind an Oracle login and multiple screens and forms.”
             

        Fran Bellante, Director of Information Services , Rogers Group Inc
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